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promote its imperialism.  While the essays focus on framing theo-
ries of  mappings, on literary, social, and cultural theses, and on
supporting interpretations, the notes engage with theories of  the
construction and effects of spaces and with connections to and
extensions of  other critical approaches.  These generate still more
potential.  A reviewer might suggest that we could attend as well
to routes mapped by pioneers unmentioned, such as Raymond
Williams’ examination of social confrontations between landscapes
or Fredric Jameson’s speculative mappings of  cognitive spaces with
literary genres.

This review provides a reductive map of the imaginative
spaces of  this stimulating collection of  essays.  To survey the scope
and detail of  the insights, materials, analytic methods, and persua-
sive modes of individual essayists and their mappings of early
modern English literature and culture scholars must enter into the
representations of  the essayists’ performances.  Those who do will
be rewarded.
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1700.  Toronto: University of  Toronto Press, 2001.  xii + 387 pp. +
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This edited collection of post-colonial “decentring” essays
re-examines early cultural interaction in Canada.  The contribu-
tors hope to better understand the Renaissance, and how it influ-
enced initial contact along with long-term cultural interaction, by
extending the boundaries of  the Renaissance into the Americas.  In
their introduction, the editors state that they “look not solely into
the impact on Canada of people shaped by the European Renais-
sance and Early Modern periods, but to the impact of  Canada on
them’ (7).  The decentring that the contributors hope to accom-
plish involves placing “the categories themselves under scrutiny, to
make them available for critical thought, and, in stressing the ‘op-
position between the sensible and intelligible,’ to make us aware of
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the ways in which thought constructs what we describe as experi-
ence” (8).  In the end, the editors see the essays as an attempt “to
study the results of the shaping of early Canada by men and
women who were living in and affected by a period of aggressive
intellectual, economic and territorial transformation” (9).

The editors arranged the essays into four sections, with an
Afterword, that examine these issues from a variety of perspec-
tives.  Part I, “Methods,” begins with Natalie Zemon Davis’ exami-
nation of  four decentring strategies.  Davis explores the
understanding of the Other as a European construction, the at-
tempt to make both Europeans and Native Americans actors within
a struggle, the idea of  a middle ground, and lastly a “strategy of
symmetrical comparative analysis” (30).  The major concern raised
by Davis, apparent throughout the essays, involves studying cul-
tural interaction without the scholar’s culture dominating.  The
next essay, one of  the work’s most intriguing, is Deborah Doxtator’s
comparative examination of European and Native conceptions of
time and history.  Doxtator begins by stating how Canadian his-
tory does not begin until the arrival of the Europeans and that
“tens of thousands of years of history in North America are deemed
to be largely unknowable” (34).  Doxtator clearly illustrates how
scholars dismiss Native oral histories as myth while forgetting
that much of  their own history arises out of  myths.  Toby Morantz
challenges some of Doxtator’s arguments by doubting if a single
narrative that reflects both sides can be created.  While Morantz
does not outright dismiss oral traditions, he cautions historians to
“think carefully of what distortions they might be creating in ab-
sorbing oral text into a new written historical narrative” (50).  Of
all the essays, Morantz shows that cultural relativism is not equal
to cultural understanding.  Part I ends with Gilles Thérien’s ex-
amination of  the role of  Jesuit memoria in the New World.  This
essay demonstrates the diverse ways in which Europeans viewed
and conceptualized early Canada.

Part II, “Mentalités,” consists of  five essays that examine
the European side of  early contact.  Olive Patricia Dickason exam-
ines the French conception of empire.  Her essay explores the vari-
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ous French attempts to establish themselves in the Americas while
reinforcing the long-held view that the French were the most suc-
cessful in dealing with the Natives.  The essay does clearly delin-
eate that trade and colonization were not synonymous and success
in one did not guarantee success in the other.  Next, Selma Barkham
examines how a merchant mentality governed the Basque
fishermen’s, who annually came to the Canadian fisheries, activi-
ties, and relations with the Natives.  This is followed by a re-exami-
nation of  William Vaughn’s conception of  Newfoundland.  Here,
Anne Lake Prescott shows that while many conceptualized the New
World as feminine, and many times virginal, William Vaughn uti-
lized classical works to create a mythical concept of Newfound-
land.  The essay of Mary C. Fuller follows this by examining
English images of  Newfoundland and Roanoke.  Fuller shows how
the imagined Roanoke was more attractive then the reality of  known
Newfoundland.  The section ends with an essay that examines the
changing European views of Native Americans and how these
conceptions continue to influence our views of the past.

Part III, “Translatio fide,” examines the role of  Christian-
ity in early Canada.  Luca Codignola begins by exploring the ac-
tivity of  Catholic Clergy in French and British North America.
Codignola argues that while Catholic missionary activity has re-
ceived intensive scrutiny, the “creation of  the North American Catho-
lic network . . . is still little known” (173).  Codignola contends that
when ones looks at the number of  Catholic clergy who traveled to
North America from 1610-58, fewer than four per year, the “mas-
sive influence claimed for them” is wrong (184).  There was less
interest in proselytization than assumed.  Next, Peter Goddard
shows how French missionary activity lagged behind that of Ibe-
ria, yet those who journeyed to the New World made Canada part
of their “contemporary religious consciousness and controversy”
(197).  The final essay, by André Sanfaçon, explores the construc-
tion of a Holy House of Loreto in Canada along with the creation,
and alteration, of  devotional activity.
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Part IV, “Decentring at Work,” provides five essays that re-
examine Canada’s early history.  The first essay, by Lynn Berry,
examines Pierre Boucher’s natural history and the influences of
the Canadian environment upon him.  Next, Conrad Heidenreich
explores early French excursions into the St. Lawrence Valley and
how the “Europeans had to learn that physical barriers could only
be overcome through the removal of cultural barriers” (238).
Wallace Chafe examines early Iroquoian language, and from here
a group of  scholars involved in the Meta Incognita project re-
examine the Frobisher voyages through archaeological evidence.
The section ends with Emerson Baker and John Reid’s re-examina-
tion of  Sir William Phips.

Like many edited collections of  essays, the reviewer is left
wondering about the cohesion of the selected essays and their at-
tempt to decentre the Renaissance.  The essays clearly show the
limitations of traditional views of contact, yet their decentring of
this, by expanding the Renaissance across the Atlantic and into
Canada, remains problematic because of the continued reliance
upon European sources, especially the Jesuit Relations.  The issue
that is not raised concerns even if  we discover and explore the
biases inherent in these sources, do they allow us to better under-
stand the Other?  While we do truly want to include the Other into
the story of  European expansion into the Americas, and insure
that their agency becomes part of the larger narrative, we must
remember that as long as we continue to rely upon traditional
sources of evidence, our narrative will remain lopsided.  The es-
says do clearly illustrate the complexity involved in understand-
ing European expansion while challenging the narrowness of the
traditional narrative.


